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Endwood
™ 

 
Fence

A New Era
in Fencing.   



You “wood knot” be able to enjoy this kind of relaxation 
with a typical wood fence...
New Endwood Fence gives you more than just a beautiful and rugged fence, you also get time 

to enjoy family and friends. No more staining, sanding, or sealing - EVER! Endwood Fence 

emulates all of the great things people love about wood - A rich hand-stained appearance 

with rough sewn texture and natural wood grain pattern yet without all the maintenance and 

upkeep. In fact, Endwood Fence comes with an industry first, exclusive 30 year Fade & Stain 

Resistant Warranty and may even outlast your home!

CAPPED CELLULAR PVC FENCING

... with an Endwood Fence you can.



Endwood employs our exclusive HardCover™ capstock,  
a higher performance outer surface that can deliver  
years of proven weatherability.

Endwood  
Cellular PVC Galvanized 

Steel Pipe

HardCover™  
High-Performance 
Capstock

Endwood Fence  
The Beginning of a New Era...

•	 Ultra-Low	Maintenance
•	 Natural	Wood	Appearance
•	 30-Year	Fade	&	Stain	Warranty
•	 No	mold,	rot,	or	splinters
•	 Impervious	to	termites

Forget maintenance and upkeep. New Endwood Fence is engineered with an advanced 
cellular PVC core and our exclusive HardCover™ Capstock surface.  This unique core 
prevents moisture absorption, provides superior fastener-holding strength and is 
impervious to common issues such as cracking, rotting and splintering.  The advanced 
technology of the HardCover Capstock surface preserves the aesthetics of your fence, 
offering color retention and resistance to stains. There is no need for annual staining or 
sealing to maintain the rich vibrant colors and surface debris can be easily cleaned off 
with just a garden hose. 



Sable Slate Sequoia

*Colors shown are by the lithographic process and may vary slightly from actual product. 

Time and weather can really do a number on wood. The strong, rich color and natural 
grain that is so attractive on a new wood fence does not last. In a short amount of 
time, the sun can bleach out the deep color, leaving it pale and gray. Boards that 
were once straight and smooth become warped, cracked, and splintered. What once 
appeared strong and handsome now looks fragile, dull, and old.

Endwood’s advantages over real wood fencing are  
numerous.  The rich colors—Sable, Slate and Sequoia—resist fading. Stains are 
easily hosed off with water and minimal elbow grease. Endwood will not splinter, 
crack, or break. Fasteners stay strongly attached—no nail-popping. Burrowing insects 
and animals will not weaken the structure. In fact, Endwood’s fastener holding 
strength is much stronger than the same fastener used in wood.

Wood’s natural beauty ends...

...Endwood’s beauty endures.



Shadowbox: Dog-Ear or Straight Edge Privacy: Dog-Ear Privacy: Straight-Edge California Style

Endwood’s unique post options allow flexibility for your fence design.

5” x 5”  Post PostMaster® Concealed4” x 4” Post Sleeve PostMaster® 

4”x 4” Vinyl Post Sleeve (bracketed system) and a 
5”x 5” Routed Post, both with color-matching or 
contrasting caps.

Endwood also gives you the flexibility to use a metal post 
option. The patented PostMaster® steel post with an 
optional concealed version is available for a sleek finish. 

Premium Post Options
Steel Post Option

The New Endwood Fence System—offers a variety of styles for every preference.

CAPPED CELLULAR PVC FENCING

Endwood Fence components are available as separate pickets, rails, posts and welded gate frames which are job-site assembled, allowing 
for complete installation and design flexibility. Endwood is available in 8 ft. spans and 6 ft. and 8ft. heights for your ultimate privacy.



CAPPED CELLULAR PVC FENCING

Lifetime Cost Analysis - Endwood v.s. the others
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Wood Stained Cedar Composite Endwood

•	 Upkeep - repair and replacement costs due to product failure or damage; cracking, rotting, termites, nail pops, splintering, and loose boards.
•	 Maintenance - cleaning, sanding, staining, painting and/or sealing expenses.
•	 Life Expectancy - cost of fence replacement due to product failure. 

Estimates based on national averages of expenses with an average fenced area of 200 lineal feet.

Annualized expenses included in Lifetime Cost Analysis



Not all fences are created equal.
CAPPED CELLULAR PVC FENCING

How would you prefer to spend your weekends?

The very first day after a wood or composite fence is installed, the maintenance and repair 
expenses start adding up. While at the same time, the life expectancy of the fence starts 
counting down.

Wood and composite fences require maintenance (cleaning, stain removal, staining, and 
sanding) to maintain their appearance and to extend its life. Repair and replacement of 
pickets, rails, and posts will have to be done as these fences begin to deteriorate and fail.

Those other fence materials may seem like a bargain at first, yet after these additional 
expenses are considered, the “Real Cost” doesn’t seem like such a great deal anymore. 

Rest assured Endwood Fence will never require this type of strenuous maintenance 
with annual sanding, staining, painting or board replacement and is impervious to bug 
infestation. This is the fence you purchase once and never have to worry about again 
other than the occasional light spray with the garden hose. In fact, Endwood fencing 
is engineered with such advanced cellular components, it may very well outlast your 
home.

Endwood Fence is sure to add value to your home. If you decide to sell your house, 
would you really want the added hassle of having to repair or replace your fence? 
Buyers today look for a home with a minimal amount of work needed. If it comes down 
to choosing between your home with a durable Endwood Fence or another with a fence 
in need of maintenance and repairs, which house do you think will sell first? 

With an Endwood Fence, your leisure time is truly your time to enjoy the seclusion of your own backyard without the hassle 
of annual maintenance. Not only will you work less, your fence will keep looking fresh for many years to come.



Discovering New Boundaries
1-888-329-7428   www.enduris.com

LOW-MAINTENANCE   •   STAIN-RESISTANT   •   FADE-RESISTANT   •   NO WOOD FILLERS   •   30-YEAR FADE & STAIN WARRANTY

CAPPED CELLULAR PVC FENCING

•	 Colors are Fade-Resistant
•	 Stain-Resistant with easy cleaning
•	 Appearance and feel of real wood
•	 No splintering, cracking, or rotting
•	 Impervious to bug infestation
•	 Rugged welded gate frames
•	 Ultra-low maintenance
•	 30-Year Fade & Stain Warranty

Endwood Fence components:
nominal 7/16” x 5½” x 70”
nominal 7/16” x 5½” x 96”
13/4” x 31/2” x 96”
1” x 51/2” x 192”
4” x 4“ x 84”
5” x 5” x 108”
4” x 4” & 5” x 5” 

6’ Dog-Ear and Straight Edge Pickets:
8’ Straight Edge Pickets:

Rails:
California Style Top Rail:

Posts:

Post Caps:


